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PRESTON OTTOMAN: F89276, Marathon in green 
with Fruitwood standard finish.



7775–M24 24" wide x 16" deep x 17" high   

7775–M48 48" wide x 16" deep x 17" high

7775–M72 72" wide x 16" deep x 17" high
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sizes available

PRESTON OTTOMAN & BENCH

7775–M24

249
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PRESTON OTTOMAN & BENCH 

The Preston Ottoman and Benches have personality plus with 

bamboo-style legs and stretchers, in addition to the shapely seat 

with covered buttons. The pillow top style cushion provides an 

extra layer of comfort for seating or relaxing with your feet up.   

sizes available
7775–M24 24" wide x 16" deep x 17" high

7775–M48 48" wide x 16" deep x 17" high

7775–M72 72" wide x 16" deep x 17" high

standard features
Saddle seat with pillow top and covered buttons

Self-welting at base and on cushion

Turned bamboo-style leg with stretchers 

COM yardage
7775–M24:

1.5 yards of plain 54" fabric 

2 yards for repeat of 2–14"

2.5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

3 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1.5 yards to above measurements for 7775–M48.

*Add 3 yards to above measurements for 7775–M72.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7775–M24

Fabric: F89276, Marathon in green from Avalon Prints

Fruitwood standard wood finish

7775–M48*

7775–M24

7775–M72*
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7777–M26 26" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

7777–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 19" high

7777–M42 42" wide x 42" deep x 19" high   

7777–M52 52" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

7777–M69 69" wide x 21" deep x 19" high
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sizes available

CLARENDON OTTOMAN & BENCH

7777–M42
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CLARENDON OTTOMAN & BENCH 

The Clarendon Ottoman and Bench fits in so many places that 

we’re offering it in five different shapes and sizes—two square 

and three rectangular. Its tufted top is framed by a band of fabric 

above beautifully turned legs. Use it in bedrooms, at dining tables, 

foyers, in libraries—or to draw near a fireplace.       

sizes available
7777–M26 26" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

7777–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 19" high

7777–M42  42" wide x 42" deep x 19" high

7777–M52 52" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

7777–M69 69" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

standard features
Diamond tufting on top 

Self-welting on band 

Turned legs with casters and ferrules

COM yardage
7777–M26:

2 yards of plain 54" fabric 

2.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

3 yards for repeat of 15–27"

3.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1 yard to above measurements for 7777–M33.

*Add 2 yards to above measurements for 7777–M42.

*Add 3 yards to above measurements for 7777–M52. 

*Add 4 yards to above measurements for 7777–M69.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7777–M42

Fabric: AF10202, Bleach in neutral from Anna French Linens 

Polished Nickel casters and ferrules

Sable premium painted finish

7777–M26

7777–M42*

7777–M33*

7777–M52*7777–M69*
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7774–M24 24" wide x 18" deep x 20" high

7774–M48 48" wide x 18" deep x 20" high   

7774–M72 72" wide x 18" deep x 20" high
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sizes available

BELLWOOD OTTOMAN & BENCH

7774–M48

253
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BELLWOOD OTTOMAN & BENCH 

With a nod to neoclassic styling, the Bellwood Ottoman and 

Benches are distinguished by graceful X-stretchers and straight 

legs. Bellwood benches look great at the end of a bed—and the 

72" wide bench is just right for King-size beds. These benches are 

also perfect for extra seating in a living room or even as a cocktail 

table before a handsome sofa.     

sizes available
7774–M24 24" wide x 18" deep x 20" high

7774–M48 48" wide x 18" deep x 20" high

7774–M72 72" wide x 18" deep x 20" high

standard features
Self-welting at base

Straight legs with X-stretchers 

COM yardage
7774–M24:

1.5 yards of plain 54" fabric 

2 yards for repeat of 2–14"

2.5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

3 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1/2 yard to above measurements for 7774–M48.

*Add 2 yards to above measurements for 7774–M72.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7774–M48

Fabric: W65427, Strathmore Linen in stone from Essentials Linens

Optional nail head trim: Brushed Nickel #9 nails placed  

    head-to-head above welt at base

Fieldstone premium painted finish

7774–M72*

7774–M48*

7774–M24
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7769–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7769–M48 48" wide x 33" deep x 18" high   

7769–M64 64" wide x 33" deep x 18" high
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sizes available

STRATFORD OTTOMAN & BENCH

7769–M48
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STRATFORD OTTOMAN & BENCH 

A traditional ottoman with clean lines and turned wood legs, the 

Stratford works beautifully with classic sofas and club chairs—and 

also serves as a great coffee table. Saddle-stitching on top and 

sides lends a sleek look to this design. 

sizes available
7769–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7769–M48 48" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7769–M64 64" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

standard features
Tight top cushion with saddle-stitching

Self-welting on band at base 

Turned legs with casters and ferrules

COM yardage
7769–M33:

4 yards of plain 54" fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1 yard to above measurements for 7769–M48.

*Add 2 yards to above measurements for 7769–M64.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7769–M48

Fabric: W65428, Strathmore Linen in straw from 

    Essentials Linens

Optional nail head trim: Old Gold #9 around entire frame

Antique Brass casters and ferrules

Dark Walnut standard wood finish

7769–M337769–M64*

7769–M48*
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7771–M30 30" wide x 22" deep x 17" high

7771–M48 48" wide x 22" deep x 17" high   

7771–M64 64" wide x 22" deep x 17" high
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sizes available

DEVON OTTOMAN & BENCH

7771–M48
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DEVON OTTOMAN & BENCH 

Bamboo styling adds flair to the base and legs of the Devon  

Ottoman and Bench. Select finish colors to enhance your  

chosen fabric and add a note of Chinoiserie style to any setting. 

sizes available
7771–M30 30" wide x 22" deep x 17" high

7771–M48 48" wide x 22" deep x 17" high

7771–M64 64" wide x 22" deep x 17" high

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Carved bamboo-style base and legs

COM yardage
7771–M30:

3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1 yard to above measurements for 7771–M48.

*Add 2 yards to above measurements for 7771–M64.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7771–M48

Fabric: W74919, Leon in aqua from Gatehouse Wovens

Linen premium painted finish

7771–M64*

7771–M48*

7771–M30
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7776–M26 26" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

7776–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 19" high

7776–M42 42" wide x 42" deep x 19" high

7776–M52 52" wide x 21" deep x 19" high   

7776–M69 69" wide x 21" deep x 19" high
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sizes available

BENTLEY OTTOMAN & BENCH

7776–M52
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BENTLEY OTTOMAN & BENCH 

The Bentley Ottoman and Bench is such a classic tufted design 

that we offer it in five sizes and shapes. The small rectangular size 

is perfect as an ottoman—especially for chairs with a seat height 

of 21" or more. The larger rectangular sizes will fit nicely at the 

ends of beds, in foyers, at dining tables or other spots where a 

bench is just the right accent piece.       

sizes available
7776–M26 26" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

7776–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 19" high

7776–M42 42" wide x 42" deep x 19" high

7776–M52  52" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

7776–M69 69" wide x 21" deep x 19" high

standard features
Diamond tufting on top 

Self-welting at base 

Turned legs

COM yardage
7776–M26:

2 yards of plain 54" fabric 

2.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

3 yards for repeat of 15–27"

3.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1 yard to above measurements for 7776–M33.

*Add 2 yards to above measurements for 7776–M42.

*Add 3 yards to above measurements for 7776–M52.

*Add 4 yards to above measurements for 7776–M69.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7776–M52

Fabric: AF10148, Dyed Sack in sea blue from Anna French Linens

Alabaster Lacquer premium wood finish

7776–M26

7776–M33*

7776–M52*

7776–M42*7776–M69*
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7772–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 18" high   

7772–M48 48" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7772–M64 64" wide x 33" deep x 18" high
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sizes available

KENSINGTON OTTOMAN & BENCH

7772–M33
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KENSINGTON OTTOMAN & BENCH 

Tufted ottomans are widely available, but few have the perfect 

proportions of the Kensington Ottoman and Benches. The three 

sizes are just right for serving as a coffee table or at the end of a 

bed, in a foyer, library or by a fireplace.      

sizes available
7772–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7772–M48 48" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7772–M64 64" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

standard features
Diamond tufted top 

Self-welting

Turned legs with casters and ferrules 

COM yardage
7772–M33:

4 yards of plain 54" fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1.5 yards to above measurements for 7772–M48.

*Add 3 yards to above measurements for 7772–M64.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7772–M33

Fabric:  W7281, Tanzania in wheat from Anniversary Wovens

Optional nail head trim: French Natural #9 above welt 

    at base, spaced every other one

Antique Brass casters and ferrules

Light Antique standard wood finish

7772–M64* 7772–M48*

7772–M33
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7770–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 18" high   

7770–M48 48" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7770–M64 64" wide x 33" deep x 18" high
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sizes available

WHARTON OTTOMAN & BENCH

7770–M33
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WHARTON OTTOMAN & BENCH 

This classic ottoman with tapered legs and casters can be  

upholstered with a semi-attached top—or with fabric-covered  

buttons, as shown. The Wharton Ottoman or Bench is a versatile 

piece that can complement many different styles of chairs and 

sofas. Because of its relatively flat surface, the Wharton Ottoman  

or Bench also functions well as a versatile coffee table.     

sizes available
7770–M33 33" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7770–M48 48" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

7770–M64 64" wide x 33" deep x 18" high

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top with buttons or without—please specify

Self-welting at base and around cushion

Tapered legs with casters and ferrules 

COM yardage
7770–M33:

5 yards of plain 54" fabric 

5.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

6 yards for repeat of 15–27"

6.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 1 yard to above measurements for 7770–M48.

*Add 2 yards to above measurements for 7770–M64.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7770–M33

Fabric: W78693, Anafi in cream from Shangri-La Wovens

Antique Brass casters and ferrules

Dark Antique standard wood finish

7770–M64* 7770–M48*

7770–M33
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7773–M23 23" wide x 20" deep x 19" high   

7773–M46 46" wide x 20" deep x 19" high

7773–M69 69" wide x 20" deep x 19" high
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sizes available

WESTOVER OTTOMAN & BENCH

7773–M23
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WESTOVER OTTOMAN & BENCH 

Biscuit tufting creates a more modern line on the surface of the 

Westover Ottoman and Bench. This style of tufting makes these 

pieces ideal for multi-use—as foot support or as a coffee table or 

extra seating at a party.       

sizes available
7773–M23  23" wide x 20" deep x 19" high

7773–M46 46" wide x 20" deep x 19" high

7773–M69 69" wide x 20" deep x 19" high

standard features
Biscuit tufted top

Self-welting

Tapered legs with casters and ferrules

COM yardage
7773–M23:

2 yards of plain 54" fabric 

2.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

3 yards for repeat of 15–27"

3.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

*Add 2 yards to above measurements for 7773–M46.

*Add 4 yards to above measurements for 7773–M69.

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7773–M23

Fabric: W89089, Tidewater Velvet in khaki from  

    Tidewater Prints

Optional nail head trim: Old Gold #9 placed  

    head-to-head above welt

Antique Brass casters and ferrules

Dark Walnut standard wood finish

7773–M46*

7773–M23

7773–M69*
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7782–M31 31" diameter x 18" high   

7782–M38 38" diameter x 18" high
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sizes available

AVALON OTTOMAN

7782–M38
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AVALON OTTOMAN

The Avalon Ottoman features a tufted top for comfort and a stylish 

bamboo-style leg for beauty. Available in two round sizes, this 

ottoman can serve as a coffee table, creating a focal point among 

surrounding chairs, or can provide extra seating. It would also be 

useful in a dressing room as a place to pack or stack clothing.       

sizes available
7782–M31 31" diameter x 18" high

7782–M38 38" diameter x 18" high

standard features
Diamond tufting on top 

Self-welting at band

Tapered bamboo-style leg

COM yardage
7782–M31:

3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

7782–M38:

4 yards of plain 54" fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7782–M38

Fabric: AW1388, Spot On in grey from Anna French Aria

Smoke premium painted finish

7782–M31
This smaller frame comes with four legs as standard

7782–M38
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7780–M38 38" diameter x 20" high   

7780–M45 45" diameter x 20" high
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sizes available

WYNDHAM OTTOMAN

7780–M38
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WYNDHAM OTTOMAN

The pretty Wyndham Ottoman is all dressed up with a pleated 

skirt and gleaming nail head accents. It would be perfect as a 

cocktail ottoman or to provide extra seating—or even to use in a 

dressing room while packing for a trip. This is a frame that can be 

styled as formal or casual, depending on the fabric selected.     

sizes available
7780–M38 38" diameter x 20" high

7780–M45 45" diameter x 20" high

standard features
Tight top with welting 

Skirt with pleats and nail head detail

COM yardage
7780–M38:

4.5 yards of plain 54" fabric 

5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5.5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

6 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

7780–M45:

5.5 yards of plain 54” fabric 

6 yards for repeat of 2–14”

6.5 yards for repeat of 15–27”

7 yards for repeat of 28–36”

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

as shown
7780–M38

Fabric: W81180, Cabo Cotton in glacier from Waterlily Prints  

Standard nail head trim: Brushed Nickel #9 on pleats

7780–M38
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7779–M31 31" diameter x 20" high   

7779–M38 38" diameter x 20" high
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sizes available

OXFORD OTTOMAN

7779–M31
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OXFORD OTTOMAN

The Oxford cocktail ottoman adds a welcome round shape to a 

room full of furniture with right angles and straight lines. The tight 

top is nicely crowned for comfort, accented with saddle-stitching 

for a sleek finish. Optional nail head trim above the base adds a 

custom detail.      

sizes available
7779–M31 31" diameter x 20" high

7779–M38 38" diameter x 20" high

standard features
Tight top with saddle-stitching

Single welt at base

Tapered legs with casters and ferrules

COM yardage
7779–M31:

3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

7779–M38:

4 yards of plain 54” fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14”

5 yards for repeat of 15–27”

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36”

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

as shown
7779–M31

Fabric: AF10129, Tide in neutral from Anna French  

    Neutrals and Naturals

Optional nail head trim: Bronze Renaissance #9 

    at base with 1" spacing

Antique Brass casters and ferrules

Faded Ebony standard wood finish

7779–M38
This larger frame comes with five legs as standard

7779–M31
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7760–M27

The Arlington Ottoman is defined by its dressmaker 10" 

skirt, cut to match on all four sides. The top cushion is 

semi-attached so that it can’t shift. With a height of 18", 

the Arlington Ottoman is a little taller than others and 

complements chairs with a seat height of 20" or more.      

dimensions
27” wide x 21” deep x 18” high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting 

Dressmaker 10" skirt

Rolling casters

COM yardage
5 yards of plain 54" fabric 

5.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

6 yards for repeat of 15–27"

6.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

companion pieces
Alden Chair 7722–C33

A classic ottoman with a high and handsome waterfall 

skirt, the Linwood Ottoman is a great complement to  

a beautiful fabric. Patterns will be matched around all 

four sides of the pleated skirt. Rolling casters for ease

of movement are hidden beneath the skirt.      

dimensions
28" wide x 22" deep x 16" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting 

Waterfall skirt

Rolling casters

COM yardage
4 yards of plain 54" fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

companion pieces
Crestwood Chair 7723–C35

thibautdesign.com   888 663 1988

7759–M28

7760–M277759–M28

ARLINGTON OTTOMANLINWOOD OTTOMAN
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7763–M30

A mid-scale size, the Brookline Ottoman is a charming 

companion to our English arm chairs and sofas. The top 

cushion is semi-attached to insure it remains in place. 

Casters make it easy to move and roll this ottoman to 

where it will serve you best.       

dimensions
30" wide x 22" deep x 18" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting 

Turned legs with casters and ferrules

COM yardage
4 yards of plain 54" fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

companion pieces
Maxwell Sofa 7707–S87, Chatham Sofa 7706–S87  

    and Chatham Chair 7706–C36

The Sutton and Brookline Ottomans are the same  

size, but the Sutton has tapered legs. Add a Waterfall 

or Dressmaker 10" skirt to feature  a more distinctive 

fabric. Patterned fabrics will be cut to match perfectly  

all around. Skirted ottomans will have rolling casters  

for ease of movement.      

dimensions
30" wide x 22" deep x 18" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting

Waterfall skirt or Dressmaker 10" skirt or tapered legs  

    with casters and ferrules

COM yardage
4 yards of plain 54" fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

*Add 1 yard if specifying a Waterfall or  

    Dressmaker 10" skirt

companion pieces
Sutton Chair 7711–C34

7711–M30

BROOKLINE OTTOMAN
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SUTTON OTTOMAN

7763–M30 7711–M30
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7761–M30

The Bryant Ottoman is similar to the Linwood style, but 

the Bryant is 2" wider—well suited to somewhat larger 

scale chairs. The waterfall skirt is flattering to many 

types of fabrics—and of course, a patterned fabric will be 

cut to match perfectly all the way around. Casters are 

placed beneath the skirt to make it easy to push around 

the ottoman.       

dimensions
30" wide x 22" deep x 16" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting 

Waterfall skirt

Rolling casters

COM yardage
4 yards of plain 54" fabric 

4.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

5 yards for repeat of 15–27"

5.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

companion pieces
Bristol Chair 7719–C35

Wider and taller and deeper than most other styles, the 

Southampton Ottoman will showcase a great fabric on 

the waterfall skirt. The ample size of this ottoman makes 

it a good choice to place between two facing arm chairs 

in a bedroom or in a family room reading corner. Casters 

are attached beneath the skirt, making it easy to push 

this ottoman around the room.      

dimensions
32" wide x 26" deep x 19" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting 

Waterfall skirt

Rolling casters

COM yardage
5 yards of plain 54" fabric 

5.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

6 yards for repeat of 15–27"

6.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

companion pieces
Hampton Sofa 7705–S88 and Hampton Chair 7705–C38
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7762–M32

7761–M30 7762–M32

BRYANT OTTOMAN SOUTHAMPTON OTTOMAN
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7758–M27

The Newbury Ottoman is a fine companion to a traditional 

chair or sofa with turned legs—or also great with a skirted 

chair to provide contrast and leg detail. This ottoman 

upholsters beautifully in a jacquard pattern, as the design 

motif will be framed on the surface. The Newbury also 

looks handsome with nail head trim at the base.       

dimensions
27" wide x 21" deep x 16" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting

Turned legs with casters and ferrules

COM yardage
3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

companion pieces
Cambridge Chair 7724–C33

The Jacobean stretcher base is certainly the defining 

feature of the Salem Ottoman, an ideal companion to the 

Salem Chair 7730–C30. The unique legs and stretchers 

have been carefully turned and crafted to add a note of 

English tradition to this ottoman. Customize the base 

with your choice of wood stains for authenticity.       

dimensions
27" wide x 21" deep x 18" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting  

Jacobean legs and stretchers

COM yardage
3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

companion pieces
Salem Chair 7730–C30

7730–M27
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7764–M26

The streamlined Warwick Ottoman knows all the right 

angles and just how to play them in order to get close to 

a chair. This ottoman frame is perfect for detailing with 

nail head trim around the base. The tapered legs may be 

finished with wood stains or painted colors to contrast 

with the fabric selected.        

dimensions
26" wide x 21" deep x 19" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top with saddle-stitching

Self-welting at base

Straight tapered legs

COM yardage
3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

companion pieces
Westwood Chair 7702–C32

A classic ottoman with exposed wood legs, the Belmont 

Ottoman is the perfect complement to traditional club 

chairs and wing chairs. Larger in scale than the similar 

Warwick Ottoman, this frame becomes even more  

distinguished with optional nail head trim around  

the base.      

dimensions
30" wide x 23" deep x 18" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top with saddle-stitching

Self-welting at base 

Straight tapered legs

COM yardage
3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

companion pieces
Somerset Sofa 7701–S82 and Somerset Chair 7701–C32
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Tradition meets perfect form in the Pembroke Ottoman, 

with its semi-attached top cushion and less-is-more styling. 

The scale of this ottoman is just right for wing chairs and 

classic arm chairs.     

dimensions
26" wide x 21" deep x 19" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting 

Tapered leg with ferrules (no casters) 

COM yardage
3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

companion pieces
Princeton Chair 7725–C33, Andover Wing Chair   

    7726–C29 and Montclair Chair 7715–C34 

The Cambria Ottoman has a more refined scale to 

complement side chairs and accent chairs. This ottoman 

will provide all the support you need in a very compact 

fashion. Optional nail head trim at the base adds a special 

finishing touch.     

dimensions
27" wide x 21" deep x 19" high  

standard features
Semi-attached cushion top

Self-welting 

Tapered legs 

COM yardage
3 yards of plain 54" fabric 

3.5 yards for repeat of 2–14"

4 yards for repeat of 15–27"

4.5 yards for repeat of 28–36"

For larger repeats, please call for yardage requirements.

finish options
Available in 28 standard or premium wood finishes or  

Benjamin Moore paint colors.

companion pieces
Monterey Chair 7728–C33 

7768–M267767–M27

PEMBROKE OTTOMANCAMBRIA OTTOMAN

7768–M267767–M27
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Arlington Ottoman 7760–M27 Dressmaker 10" skirt

Linwood Ottoman 7759–M28 Waterfall skirt

Bryant Ottoman 7761–M30 Waterfall skirt

Sutton Ottoman 7711–M30 Dressmaker 10" or Waterfall skirt

Southampton Ottoman 7762–M32 Waterfall skirt

Wyndham Ottoman 7780–M38 Pleated full-length skirt

Wyndham Ottoman 7780–M45 Pleated full-length skirt

Westover Ottoman 7773–M23 Tapered leg

Bellwood Ottoman 7774–M24 Straight leg, X-stretchers 

Preston Ottoman 7775–M24 Bamboo-style leg, X-stretchers

Pembroke Ottoman 7768–M26 Tapered leg

Warwick Ottoman 7764–M26 Tapered leg

Bentley Ottoman 7776–M26 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M26 Turned leg

Cambria Ottoman 7767–M27 Tapered leg

Newbury Ottoman 7758–M27 Turned leg

Salem Ottoman 7730–M27 Jacobean legs and stretchers

Belmont Ottoman 7765–M30 Tapered leg

Brookline Ottoman 7763–M30 Turned leg

Devon Ottoman 7771–M30 Bamboo-style leg

Sutton Ottoman 7711–M30 Tapered leg 

Oxford Ottoman 7779–M31 Tapered leg

Avalon Ottoman 7782–M31 Bamboo-style leg

Stratford Ottoman 7769–M33 Turned leg

Wharton Ottoman 7770–M33 Tapered leg

Kensington Ottoman 7772–M33 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M33 Turned leg

Bentley Ottoman 7776–M33 Turned leg

Oxford Ottoman 7779–M38 Tapered leg

Avalon Ottoman 7782–M38 Bamboo-style leg

Bentley Ottoman  7776–M42 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M42 Turned leg

skirted ottomans

exposed-wood
leg ottomans

Looking for a particular style ottoman? Here’s a quick guide to 

help find what you want, arranged by ottoman or bench width, 

progressing from smaller to larger. The last two digits of the style 

number refer to the width of the piece:
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bench styles in  
various sizes

tufted top ottomans
& benches

square ottomans

round ottomans

Westover Bench 7773–M46 Tapered leg

Stratford Bench 7769–M48 Turned leg

Wharton Bench 7770–M48 Tapered leg

Devon Bench 7771–M48 Bamboo-style leg

Kensington Bench 7772–M48 Turned leg

Bellwood Bench 7774–M48 Straight leg, X-stretchers

Preston Bench 7775–M48 Bamboo-style leg, X-stretchers

Bentley Bench 7776–M52 Turned leg

Clarendon Bench 7777–M52 Turned leg

Stratford Bench 7769–M64 Turned leg

Devon Bench 7771–M64 Bamboo-style leg

Kensington Bench 7772–M64 Turned leg

Wharton Bench 7770–M64 Tapered leg

Westover Bench 7773–M69 Tapered leg

Bentley Bench 7776–M69 Turned leg

Clarendon Bench 7777–M69 Turned leg

Bellwood Bench 7774–M72 Straight leg, X-stretchers

Preston Bench 7775–M72 Bamboo-style leg, X-stretchers

Westover Ottoman 7773–M23 Tapered leg

Bentley Ottoman 7776–M26 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M26 Turned leg

Avalon Ottoman 7782–M31 Bamboo-style leg

Kensington Ottoman 7772–M33 Turned leg

Bentley Ottoman 7776–M33 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M33 Turned leg

Avalon Ottoman 7782–M38 Bamboo-style leg

Bentley Ottoman 7776–M42 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M42 Turned leg

Westover Bench  7773–M46 Tapered leg

Kensington Bench 7772–M48 Turned leg

Bentley Bench 7776–M52 Turned leg

Clarendon Bench 7777–M52 Turned leg

Kensington Bench 7772–M64 Turned leg

Westover Bench  7773–M69 Tapered leg

Bentley Bench 7776–M69 Turned leg

Clarendon Bench 7777–M69 Turned leg

Stratford Ottoman 7769–M33 Turned leg

Wharton Ottoman 7770–M33 Tapered leg

Devon Ottoman 7771–M30 Bamboo-style leg

Kensington Ottoman 7772–M33 Turned leg

Bentley Ottoman 7776–M33 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M33 Turned leg

Bentley Ottoman 7776–M42 Turned leg

Clarendon Ottoman 7777–M42 Turned leg

Oxford Ottoman 7779–M31 Tapered leg

Avalon Ottoman 7782–M31 Bamboo-style leg

Oxford Ottoman 7779–M38 Tapered leg

Avalon Ottoman 7782–M38 Bamboo-style leg

Wyndham Ottoman 7780–M38 Full-length skirt

Wyndham Ottoman 7780–M45 Full-length skirt
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